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BT HAROLD D. JACOBS.
New York. April 21. Outstanding
results oC yesterday's primaries in
"in ti
and Georgia, according to
returns today, were:
Apparent endorsement of President
Wilson's administration in both states.
Seeming repudiation of William J.
Bryan's leadership. In Nebraska.
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Wakarusa, Kansas.
April 21. 1920.
Dear-MrBirch :
Six black bass and four bullheads
thia morning-'- catch. Will not be
at my desk until September 1. Hope
you are doing' well at the office.
Twenty hours a day is enoug-- for you
JONES.
to work.
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dorsement for the presidential nomination and named a slate for the "Big
Four" to oppose Bryan and us three
followers. Kven should Bryan succeed
in personally winning a place on the
"Bis Four." defeat of his running
mates would generally be regarded as
a victory for Hitchcock. Tms would
be emphasized by the senator's endorsement for the nomination.
In Georgia meager returns showed
Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer
leading
rmer Congressman Watson
and Senator Hoke Smith for the DemPalmer made
ocratic endorsement.
his campaign fight on the platform of
unqualified endorsement of the vv
government.
Watson and Smith.
who have opposed the president's
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Sponges
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Wool Dust3rs
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Johnson's Wax
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Koiso Mats
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mixtures and striped patterns,
now so popular, also Blue
Seryes, made in young1 men's models with
high waist line, and tb newest style features,
for 1920, single and double breasted. And for
men in close fitting models with, the new
lapels. These suits come in light
h
and dark shades, and we
consider them the best 7
values we have offered at P
this low price UNTIL
SOLD, CHOICE

For the Automobile
AUTO CHAMOIS SKIN $2.50
witi

EXTRA
LARGE
Wash Brush

Riinning Board Rubber
Mats
St.SO
Motor Car Finish
25c. 3c and $1.54)
Fender Una me I
35c
Lamp Enamel
35c
Beat Dressing
Top Renewer
30c and $1.00
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Stick Tite Top Patches
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Sticfc Tite Windows
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Weed Chains and Ford Parts
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show window at 2:30, by
snrls from Home Economics Department of Washburn College.
Mtikiny machine demonstration
in front of Journal building, z p. m.
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your Milk and M.lk Products
Book at Cooking.

A QUAR.T A DAY?
That the Use of More Milk Means Better Health?
Are You Using All You Need?
April 21-2- 3 ia "White Drink of Health" Week
in Topeka
t

-

City of Topeka, Shawnee County Farm
Bureau, Kansas State Agrricultural College and United States Department

of Agriculture

Co-operati- ng.
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The Average School Child Should Consume
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THAT NO OTHER SINGLE FOOD
IS AS NOURISHING AS
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200 fine all wool worsted suits in
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TTJ YOU are looking to make a
saving of from $5 to 810 on
your spring; suit here i3 your op-
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Program for Thursday,
April 22
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Brothers, Chicago,
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portunity.

viotory over Mai. Gen. Leonard Wood
and General Pershing in. ttfe Nebraska
Republican primary-Sompolitical observers also professed to see a "wet" yictory in Senator Hitchcock's seeminsr defeat of
Bryan, inasmuch as Ui Nebraska senator favors "lig'ht wines and beer."
and Bryan has long- been one of the
leading "dry a.'
An interesting sidelight was presented by Nebraska in the peace treaty
and" League
of Nations.
Should
Hitchcock's lead be sustained by complete returns, the Democrats in that
state will have. endorsed Wilson's ?tand
on the treaty and leajrue, since Hitch-coo- k
was the administration leader in
the treaty fight on the senate floor.
Bryan openiy opposed the president's uncom pro m i.n g a tut ude. At
the same time. Nebraska Republicans
should Johnson maintain his lead
will have indirectly opposcLthe league
in principle, since that is
stand of the California senator.
Bryan made his fight by running for
delegate at large to the national convention anU nammg three others as his
teammates. Hitchcock sought the en-
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Senator Hiram Johnson's apparent
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and how it
differs from
the ordinary
--

Tire

'

The desian of the rubber tread on a tire that In. Its cross section and its curvature
is much more important than you may have thought in determining the life of your
If you will examine an ordinary make of tire you will find that the rubber tread
is comparatively narrow and that the rubber is ail heaped, up in tha center.
Xouce the cross section ef the ordinary tire. Fig. I. You
on t
pattern, that is. the area of the tread that rests on ths
will abserv that the outaid curvature-o-f
tha. tread rubber
is
road,
support
lanre enouch to
the weight, and In this
ia actually leas than the sixe of the tire. The dotted circle
case that area is ten square inches.
hows this.
It ia now plain to see- that if the tread is not built wide
ke Fi;r. Z then it must flatten lengthwise until ths necesNow. look at Fig. 1 this is the Gates Snper-Trea- d
Tire '
sary
area is on the road. '
wear
road
the
absorbs
and
the rubber tread that takes the
shock, is much wider than that on the ordinary tire, but of
But this flattening of your tire ia ust the thing that breaks
even more importance, notice that the curvature of the
it down because it bends the fabric in and out svery revowearinf surface i larger than the tire Itself. This in the
lution.
d
If you will look at the diagram on the right, which Is a
cress section of the Gates iiiper-Trea- d
Tire, you will see
a
you
get
will
the sixe cf the dotted circles and
at once that this scientific tfostgn elves much more width
very definite understanding of tha difference between the
on
of
thetread
road tis it rolls and therefor it does not
two tires one the ordinary tire and the other the Gates
have to flatten. lencthwise nearly as much under the load
Super-Trea- d
Tire.
to get Its
This ia Important because the Ufa of the fabric In a tire
This difference is far more important than It may appear
actually depends upon the shape and siae of the rubber
d
not onSy because the wider ared thicker
will
tread, and here i the reason.
wear longr. but because it preserves ths life of the fabric
equal
your
a
supporting
are
on
by
bending
car
to
load
the
cutting down the
The tires
of the tire on the road.
total weight of the ear and passengers. This load is divided
by taicmg
The wider and flatter design of the Super-Treabetween the four wheels.
the excessive bending out of the fabric carcass, has put
thousands of miles mors service into the Hates Tire.
To illustrate, take the ease where each tire is carrying 754
pounda of weight and the tire is inflated to 7a pounds air
This is important to voti because when you buy a tire It's
pressure. Then it is plain that 10 square inches of the tread,
miles of service that you want and that is what you should
pay for.
of your tipe must rest on the road to support this load.
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MAUNEY
Topeka's Tire Man

118 East 8th Street

Phone 3404
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